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OS 60th anniversary speech

Apr 1, 2013 - OS 60th anniversary speech. On April 23 and the NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) started its first TV broadcast in 1953. The founder.

Speech given on the anniversary of the University of Voith

Speech on: Anniversary of the University of Ulm, July 19, 2013 Over its 146 years the Voith family business
has experienced many exciting times. Since the early days. New Delhi 20 years ago and returns there today will know what I mean.
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**30th anniversary WK's speech _final_**

Welcoming Speech by Mr. William C.Y. Kwan, Managing Partner anniversary. . surpass the good times that had gone before and, hopefully by hanging on the coat . related transactions, corporate, commercial and banking transactions, .

---

**The 50th Anniversary Speech edoqs**

The toast given at the celebration of Jack & Pat's. 50th Wedding Anniversary. July 9, 2007. Being the oldest child in the family has its pros and cons. On the pro

---

**30th anniversary WK's speech _final_ Woo Kwan Lee & Lo**

Welcoming Speech by Mr. William C.Y. Kwan, Managing Partner anniversary. . Some 30 years ago, P.S. Woo (as he then was), Charles Lee (as he is still known), . close working relationship with them (which we hope will be developed .

---

**Welcoming Speech at ICC 90 Anniversary Dinner Paris, 5**

Mar 5, 2009 - It is fitting that we mark the 90th anniversary of ICC in Paris where ICC of business leaders known as the merchants of peace that founded ICC . examples that will capture the minds and hearts of citizens around the world.
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**Proposal for keynote speech for the 30th anniversary of**

Keynote speech for the 30th anniversary of the RASFF / Dir Gen Inger Andersson Swedish authorities' work of informing companies and consumers.
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**Speech by Mike Miller, on 5th Anniversary of Greensboro Sit**

S9utp ~; ': -- the .)-Iontgomery Improvement . Assoc-ation was, uns4ccess-. 1 f~llY .~opi~4 in :a. :t:ew ot;her . Southern, ci t~es and_. the work.of-.CQRE:r _; .
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**Principal's welcome speech on 40th Anniversary Inauguration**

Feb 7, 2009 - On behalf of the school, I have great pleasure to welcome all of you to the 40th. Anniversary and Open Days Inauguration Ceremony of Chan
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**25th Anniversary Speech to Legislators (PDF) Shawnee**

Legislative Event Speech. Thank you for coming to help us celebrate the 25th Anniversary of Shawnee State. University. investment in a person, a business, a.
Speech for 20th Anniversary, Ladies and Gentlemen, I

Ladies and Gentlemen, I welcome you all to this 20th anniversary celebrations of your Indicaa. For the company he handled millions and millions of dirhams in.

Bob Hurt Founders' Day Speech 50th Anniversary of

Feb 5, 2014 - Basically, whatever Dr. Harris wanted me to write is what I ended up writing. Learned from my older brother, also a Mercer graduate, that our.

Jane Manring's 25th Anniversary Speech Friends

Jun 5, 2011 - Thinking back twenty-five years ago, I'm not sure I would have taken the job if I had known some of the things that were in my job description.

JALLC COMMANDER Speech at 10th Anniversary Joint

JALLC COMMANDER Speech at 10th Anniversary. Ambassadors Such anniversaries give one. That's why the word support in that slogan is. Many of those lessons are indeed relevant now and in five or ten years' time, and will be of.

Paul Polman Rainforest Alliance 25 anniversary speech

Oct 22, 2012 - evening to mark the 25th anniversary of an organisation that has done - The RA has demonstrated what can be achieved when you work in.

Tarro PS 50 Anniversary Principals' Speech Official guests

Jul 28, 2012 - Anniversary Principals' Speech. Official guests, parents, community, students and staff. Today we gather to celebrate 50 years of quality public

Lord Mance gives speech to mark 175th anniversary of

Oct 1, 2013 - 400 years ago, the Dutch and British were arguing about access to already widely known as his work, advanced the principle of free 2004: Democracy values everyone equally, even if the majority does not5 and, as.

Draft Speech for 50th Anniversary Launch UWI St. Augustine

Mar 12, 2010 - anniversary of the merger of the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture (ICTA) . by example the need for a strong national commitment to the.

Speech as part of the Financial Times 125th anniversary

Oct 24, 2013 - course of this year, is the Gretzky work, if you will, it's going Page 5. Mark Carney, Governor Speech - 24-10-13 activities. So the activities.
TBI 10th Anniversary Speech IBBC | Together We Build Iraq

Trade Bank of Iraq's tenth anniversary. TBI Success. When we look for one of Iraq's many business success stories, we find the dazzling record of the.

startts-25years-Jorge-Aroche-25th-Anniversary-speech

Dec 6, 2013 - Speech delivered at STARTTS 25th. Anniversary celebrations about the importance and quality of the work of STARTTS. I am very proud.

25th Anniversary Speech St. Paul Public Housing Agency

Sep 12, 2002 - Anniversary Speech. Jon Gutzmann. September ASI's Compassion in Action, is a theme appropriate for all of your work to the community.

roulettes 40th anniversary dcaf speech Royal Australian

persistent work by diligent and dedicated men and women. But also that the . graduated from CFS in the 5 year period between 1940 to 1945. In time of need .

1 VP Siim Kallas Keynote Speech EuDA 20th Anniversary

Nov 7, 2013 - It is a pleasure to be here today celebrating the 20 th that are world market leaders and that have expanded operations and business by .

Deputy Governor Speech at Tropical Bank 40th Anniversary

Dec 4, 2013 - I also wish to congratulate the Shareholders (the Governments of and Staff of Tropical Bank upon the attainment of 40 years of banking.

EFFAS 50th Anniversary Speech Giampaolo Trasi, EFFAS

man on the occasion of the 50 Anniversary of our Federation. But in fact corporate communication, ethics, financial analysis and professional qualifications . Europe represent a major example of effective cooperation between EFFAS.